WWW.FUELSFIX.COM

WHO ARE WE?

From its humble beginnings in 2008 as the "Southeastern Fuels
Fix," to its current form as a national alt fuels news and Clean Cities
stories resource, Fuels Fix is a website and monthly e-mail
newsletter that aims to connect readers with the biggest and most
compelling stories from the alternative fuels and Clean Cities
universes.

We aim to provide quality alternative fuels and Clean Cities
Coalition news through direct work with industry and non-profit
leaders. Our goal is to offer prime advertising space that reaches
our growing audience to benefit our advertisers.

THOUSANDS of
monthly views
Award-winning
news source

-Over 500 articles published since
2008
-Launched "FuelsFlix," the video
extension of FuelsFix on YouTube
-415 Facebook "Likes"
-275 Facebook Group Members
-910 Twitter Followers
-305 Instagram Followers
-1,000 Newsletter Subscribers

We want to work with YOU to create a package that fits
your campaign. While we start with flat rates, we will work
with your team individually to fulfill your advertising
needs.

Bundle for Discounts
Web + Newsletter
+ Social Media

Web + Newsletter

Web + Social Media

Web

6 available ad areas on website
Quarterly packages: Upgrade to annual for additional
discounts

Choose which website ad placement works for your
organization: MegaBoard, MegaBanner, Large Mobile,
Rectangle, Footer, and Sidebar.

CUSTOMIZABLE
PACKAGES

ADVERTISEMENT
SIZES & DETAILS
1.5x as tall as a typical “leaderboard” sized ad (140px vs. 90px)
Featured beside the FuelsFix website logo, for maximum
exposure
Displays in the same highly-visible spot on each page; shown on
every page of the site

1.5x as tall as a typical “banner” sized ad (90px vs. 60px)
Shown in these locations...
Homepage: four spots, two side-by-side beneath the 4 “focus”
articles, and two side-by-side above the Video Gallery
Article pages: one to two spots (depending on article length),
shown interstitially in the article

Shown on the homepage interstitially between news content
Shown in the sidebar of every content post

Shown on the homepage and on every article on the site
Shown on every content post at the top of the sidebar

ADVERTISEMENT
SIZES & DETAILS

ADVERTISEMENT
SIZES & DETAILS

SOCIAL MEDIA
CHANNELS
Let FuelsFix promote your organization and events across
our social media channels as well as engage with your
existing accounts.

THOUSANDS of
monthly
impressions across
all social media
platforms

-Over 47,000 Twitter Impressions
so far in 2021
-Over 1,600 followers across our
social media channels
-Over 1,600 pages reached on
Instagram so far in 2021

INTERESTED IN
ADVERTISING WITH
US?

Ainsley Kelso
Email: ainsley@etcleanfuels.org
Phone: 731-487-6887
Sarah Roth
Email: sarah@etcleanfuels.org
Phone: 865-719-8038

@fuelsfix

